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Lancet Commission Report: 6 Reasons COVID Response
"A Massive Global Failure"

BY TYLER DURDEN THURSDAY, OCT 13, 2022 - 03:55 AM
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The Lancet COVID-19 Commission published an article on Sept. 14, 2022 about the
lessons learned from the COVID-19 pandemic. As of May 31, 2022, 6.9 million deaths
from COVID-19 were reported, but the estimated excess death toll is 17.2 million, based
on data from the Institute for Health Metrics and Evaluation (IHME) at the University of
Washington. The report states that “this staggering death toll is both a profound tragedy
and a massive global failure at multiple levels.”

The Commission identified six major areas of failures, namely failures of prevention,
failures of rationality, failures of transparency, failures to follow normal public health
practice, failures of operational cooperation, and failures of international solidarity.

Due to these failures, social sustainability goals were set back a few years and 17.2
million lives were lost.

What can we learn from these failures? I’d like to share my thoughts based on the six
failure reasons raised by Lancet.

First Lesson Learned: Failure of Prevention
Many countries adopted aggressive methods to stop the spread of the virus, such as
social distancing, lockdowns, vaccines, etc. But none of the methods hit the nail in the
head, so to speak.

A SARS-CoV-2 human challenge experiment was done among young adults by
researchers in the UK. Their paper was published in the March 2022 issue of Nature.

The study involved 36 healthy volunteers aged 18–29 without history of SARS-CoV-2
infection or vaccination. They were inoculated with the SARS-CoV-2 virus intranasally.
During the experiment, two were excluded from the Per-Protocol analysis because
baseline antibodies were detected. The results of 34 subjects were: 16 participants
were infected (confirmed with PCR tests) with mild symptoms, 3 were infected
(confirmed with PCR tests) but were asymptomatic, and 15 participants remained
uninfected.

The reason why the 15 participants were not infected should be the key to prevention. In
my view, this key is to strengthen people’s immune systems.

Humans have an intricate immune system, a comprehensive defense network against
external invading substances. The first line of defense is the physical barriers such as
skin, nose hair, tears, etc. They can block most pathogens from entering the body.

The second line of defense is the epithelial interferon barrier. When a virus enters an
epithelial cell, the cell automatically activates its antiviral mechanism and produces
interferon. Interferon is a natural enemy of viruses and sends instructions to coordinate
cells to fight the virus and prevent it from replicating.

Even if the virus enters the blood, there are the innate and adaptive immune cells to
protect us. These include the macrophages, dendritic cells, and natural killer cells in the
blood, all of which play an important role in antiviral immunity.

No matter what type of disease we are facing, it is important to know that the
pathogens are external factors, and it is the human body itself that determines
whether we fall ill or not. After we identify and correct the problems in our immune
system, those external factors won’t matter much.

Therefore, strengthening our innate immune functions is the key to prevent pandemic
spread.

Second Lesson Learned: Failure of Rationality
Rationality refers to the ability to make decisions based on facts. In the process of
vaccine development, irrationalities included blindly pushing the vaccine among the
masses without a complete evaluation of its efficacy and safety.

There are many limitations with the vaccines.

1. Inability to prevent infection: Neutralizing antibodies are mainly produced in the
human bloodstream, but not in the epithelial cells. Therefore, if the first two lines
of defense were weakened, the virus could still enter the blood and cause
infection. That is why the vaccine and antibody strategy is unable to prevent
infection.

2. Needs to be renewed: Vaccines need to be renewed along with the virus
variation, and the current vaccine is designed based on the genetic code of the
old strain in 2020.

3. Needs time to develop: On average, it takes five to 10 years to develop a
vaccine. It requires a significant amount of animal trials and human trials to ensure
the vaccine’s safety and prove its efficacy. Viruses mutate quickly. The speed of
vaccine development can never match that of the viral mutation. If the vaccine is
injected frequently for different variants of the virus, it will generate the antibody-
dependent enhancement effect (ADE effect), which makes the vaccine ineffective.

4. Inferior to our natural immunity: Numerous studies have shown that the
immunity produced by the human body against viruses after natural infection is
much longer lasting and stronger than the antibodies produced by simply
stimulating T cells with vaccines.

Additionally, a growing body of basic research has found that the spike protein on the
surface of the SARS-CoV-2 virus, which is a component of the vaccine, not only binds
to cell surface receptors, but also causes cardiac cell damage, vascular damage,
mitochondrial damage, and induces chronic inflammatory states. It is a toxic protein.

Under these circumstances, it is irrational and potentially damaging to use spike protein
to stimulate the body.

Moreover, the rocket-like speed of vaccine development and uncertainty of vaccine
safety issues has brought stress and tension among people, which can cause excessive
release of stress hormones and reduce the human body’s immune resistance to the
virus further.

It is good to be proactive, but we should follow the nature of the epidemic, and treat
people as fellow humans rather than “living beings.” With a pandemic response, we
should first ensure that people eat, drink, and rest well, and are emotionally stable. We
shouldn’t over-medicate and over-react.

The Third Lesson Learned: Failure of Transparency
The September 2021 issue of the New England Journal of Medicine published a study
of Pfizer’s BNT162b2 mRNA COVID-19 vaccine over six months. There was one case of
cardiac arrest in the placebo group, but 4 cases in those who received the vaccine. But
this data was not transparently discussed in the main article, but in the supplementary
appendix.

Although the numbers are too small to be statistically significant, from a
pharmacovigilance perspective, this is an unusual safety signal and due diligence
should be further made.

As of Sept. 23, 2022, the VAERS COVID Vaccine Adverse Event Reports database
has recorded 1,424,789 cases of adverse events with 31,214 deaths, most of which
occurred within one to seven days of vaccination. The unusual short time to death
strongly indicates the causal role of vaccines in those death cases.

A Nordic study published in April 2022 showed that the mRNA vaccine was associated
with an increased risk of myocarditis, with the highest risk in young men aged 16 to 24.
The number of myocarditis episodes increased 4 to 7 cases per 100,000 young men
within 28 days of the second Pfizer vaccination and increased 9 to 28 cases per
100,000 young men within 28 days of the second Modena vaccination.

A study published in the July 2022 issue of JAMA Internal Medicine reported that the
leading cause of death in the United States during the pandemic period of March 2020
to October 2021 was heart disease.

A report published in April 2022 in Nature found a 25 percent increase in cardiac arrest
and acute coronary syndrome among young people aged 16 to 39. This phenomenon is
closely related to the mRNA vaccines but not the COVID-19 infection.

Renowned British cardiologist Dr. Aseem Malhotra, who used to support the mRNA
vaccine, published two articles in the Journal of Insulin Resistance calling for a halt on
mRNA vaccine. What changed his mind?

As a supporter of the mRNA vaccine, Dr. Malhotra volunteered at vaccine centers
and was one of the first people to receive two doses of the Pfizer mRNA vaccine.
He also advised his patients and those around him to get the shot.

His father, Dr. Kailand Chand, former Vice President of the British Medical Association
(BMA) and a general practitioner, suffered a cardiac arrest at home on July 26, 2021, six
months after he received two doses of Pfizer mRNA vaccine.

The autopsy revealed that two of his father’s three major coronary arteries were severely
obstructed, with the left anterior descending branch 90 percent obstructed and the right
coronary artery 75 percent obstructed.

His father led an active lifestyle and was healthier than most men of his age. Even
during the pandemic lockdown, he meditated regularly and walked an average of
10,000 to 15,000 steps a day.

Malhotra suspected that his father’s death was related to the vaccination and
subsequently discovered the problem with the vaccine. He called for an end to the
vaccination, but it was already too late.

The Truth About ‘95% Effectiveness’: 95 out of 100 Protected?
In terms of the vaccine’s effectiveness, news reports around the world claim that the
vaccine is “95 percent effective.” Most doctors explain to the public that “if 100 people
are vaccinated, then 95 will be protected from infection.”

But that is not the case at all.

According to the paper published on Dec. 10, 2020 in the New England Journal of
Medicine studied the safety and efficacy of Pfizer’s BNT162b2 mRNA Covid-19 vaccine.
Of the 18,325 unvaccinated people, there were 162 symptomatic infections. The
infection rate was 0.88 percent. Among the 18,198 vaccinated people, there were 8
infections. The infection rate was 0.04 percent. Then it concluded that “the vaccine was
95% effective in preventing Covid-19.”

However, most people overlooked the fact that 99.12 percent of the population was
not infected despite being unvaccinated.

For the total population, the vaccine actually protects only 0.84 percent of the
population, which is the real absolute protection rate.

So the real “absolute protection” is out of 10000 people vaccinated, only 84 people
(0.84%) will be protected, but not the 95 out of 100 people will be protected, which is a
relative protection.

Had we known the facts of absolute protection, would we have worried about creating a
vaccine so much? We would not have such high hopes that a vaccine would resolve the
pandemic. The vaccine mandate would not be so solid at the beginning.

Instead, we would be more rational to seek natural ways to boost immunities so as to
prevent the virus in a more feasible and easy way.

Read more here...
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6 reasons Convid response was a sucess :

- strenghtened police and surveillance states ;

- broke the supply chain ;

- created a perfect culprit for our failed and overleveraged economies ; 

- weakened or obliterated small and medium businesses ;

- started culling the useless eaters ;

- insiders made a killing.
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Lancet COVID-19 Commission = Failure.
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The six reasons can be distilled into one reason. Gov. And we’ve
allowed it all with our votes.
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AMEN. We're not voting out way out of anything because there's
too many mongoloids that will continue to vote us into what we
have and enough bureaucrats to help it along. We crash our way
out of this. As frenchy said up top, this worked exactly as
planned. A series of supranational think tanks spreading policy
across the West like a real virus.

If Fauxvid 1984 happened again tomorrow I'd guarantee the
same sequence of events would happen. Esp. now that
precedent is established. I say this as an unvaccinated albertan.

p.s. this study seems to suggest we need more global
cooperation and draconian policy.
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The sheep can delude themselves all day long... but they
cannot vote the wolves away.

numapepi
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Tell me lies, tell me sweet little lies...

Hugh Jass
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Not irrational at all, it went according to plan and was wildly
successful.

psychopath

irrationalities included blindly pushing the vaccine
among the masses
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Main reason: Orange Man GONE!

Badcyborg
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Orange man is the self proclaimed "father of the vaccines".

Plainoldcity
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Sorry, but voting is no longer viable. 2020 proved that color
revolutions and "installing a globalist friendly dictator" can be
done by the globalist deep state even in the U.S.A.

As for operation Covid, the "pandemic" and it's "response" are
one in the same. Massive attack on the 99% - massive
success for the 1%.

Roacheforque
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Voting has been rigged for many decades before 2020's
joke.  Like about 23 or so decades.

.Gov is a problem, but the .Gov we "vote" for ain't the .Gov
we get.

And we tolerate that flawed process.  That's the problem.
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American Journal’s Harrison Smith discusses Dr Roger
Hodkinson, an esteemed Canadian pathologist who estimates
that the current global deaths directly attributable to the
vaxxine are at about 20 million, with an estimated 2 billion
serious adverse reactions.  From below.

Analyst Estimates at Least 20 Million People Have Already
Been Killed by the Covid 'Vaccine' - LewRockwell
LewRockwell.com
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Upped ... the true issue is people so want to beleive the
government is helping them and it is a POS government now
feeds off the population as they farm people like cattle.
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feeds off the population as they farm people like cattle.

That is the divide ... elites are the farmers, the ordinary person is
the serf being reared for economic slaughter.
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And, of course, Big Gov has created loyalty from millions of
serfs by handing out so much money.

Every which way you look there is some Fed Gov program that
hands out goods or services to most demographics of the
population.

Big Govt BOUGHT the loyalty.
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I believe you mean our vote counting people.

bIlluminati
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This is now coverup mode.

Freddie
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It isn’t over yet.. Ontario collage of physicians is now
recommending the use of drugs and psychotherapy for the
“vaccine hesitant” absolute BS....! Stay true and stay away from
testing too...

https://tnc.news/2022/10/11/treat-vaccine-hesitancy/

Cataclysms-Happen
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Doctors and nurses proved by their actions they are
mercenaries.

i see them as scum now.

GreatUncle
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98% of doctors; 80% of nurses. The non-sum nurses were
mostly fired, but they're still out there.
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^^^^^This^^^^^
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You will own nothing and Klaus will be happy. I am a #pureblood for life
wether that’s a day or 30 years I will never trust the medical community
again. They are fired. 
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Daily Mail has a story today of medical school students at Univ of
Minnesota taking a new oath not the Hippocratic Oath.  It is an
amazingly woke oath about indigenous peoples medicine and
fighting white racism.  Something written by a BLM'er with an IQ of
70.  Beyond sick.

ObamaCare was about taking over medicine, which was already
corrupt, and filling it up with AA DMV-Social Security office clerks
who know nothing, do nothing and get paid a lot.
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Seen them shouting out their oath on TV ... the oath has nothing
to do with the health of the people they are treating.

Already realized this as the wife tried to find a family doctor hear
... some fat slob femal doctor out of Illinois who has 4 1 star
google reviews saoyou know the 5 5 star reviews were an
attempt to cover her woke a$$.

eeing as this doctor is seriously obeset ... you know she is a fat
pro vaxx slob with a mask.

Wife cancelled the first appointment.
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Bossman - In our era, it's amazing what good info you can
find online. I've diagnosed myself a few times by using the internet.
Not kidding.

It was for minor things, of course, but still...I didn't have to go to the
Doc, bought OTC meds and handled the problem.

Do not underestimate diagnosing and treating minor issues yourself.

No_Pretzel_Logic
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I started seeing a naturopath. I'm already off 2 "essential"
medications, BP down, blood sugar down, it's just diet, exercise
and sleep.

Fuck these pill pushers. And their insurance company pimps.

Gargoyle
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Exactly, it was never about health, Congrats to everyone for with
standing the greatest psychological war in human history.

Poison_Jabs_101
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We are going to be the minute men of the 21st century against
KKing Brandon and his FBI / DOJ redcoats.
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Ivermectin works. 

 

NoPension
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Obvious to anyone with a functioning brain:

https://ivmmeta.com/

OldNewB
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It only has to protect 85 out of every 10,000 people to be more
effective than the Vaccine.

bankerbob
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If it worked they would stop you getting hold of it. Oh, wait a minute...

JMRPete
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They are even trying to restrict access to immunity-boosting
supplements now. Dick Durbin (D) has been trying to sneak this
through again, to help his buddies in Big Pharma. 
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This is why I grow green tea bushes now and hve been handing
them out.

I know exactly where to go and pick the leaves from other people
too.

(green tea = zinc ionophore).

GreatUncle
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Not only works but works very quickly.  I was fine all during BS. 
Foolishly went on a trip outside USA.  To leave I had to do the stupid
test.  I got sick after flying home and it was probably the test.  It was
like the flu but in some ways worse than the flu.  A relative gave me
some Ivermectin and within 15 minutes, I felt 80% better.  It was
amazing.
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https://drleonardcoldwell.com/2021/04/13/johns-hopkins-university-
confirms-you-can-be-vaccinated-with-a-pcr-test-even-without-
knowing/

Cataclysms-Happen
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Zinc ionophore + zinc works too so if you struggle to get ivermectin
you can follow this path.

It minimizes symptoms and it is the symptoms that kill you.
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It's easier to fool a man than to convince him he's been fooled.

Jack of All Trades
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Their only failure is they failed to kill many, many more

fauxhammer
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Give it time my friend.  The curtain call is not here yet.

The Vel
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Dear sheeple & other vaxx Nazis,

We'll be right here waiting to hear apologies for your cowardice,
ignorance, brutality and lack of intellectual honesty/curiosity.

Hugh_Jorgan
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Going to be a long wait.

of all the harsh words I’ve received over the years for speaking
the truth I’ve never once heard an apology for later being
proved correct.

the shit I got from explaining how it’s impossible for a jet to
slice through steel beams taught me that most of humanity is
an ignorant bunch of sheep not worth saving. S.A.D. to say but
the vaccines didn’t kill enough sheep.

 

 

Twitchet_dread,
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There's your reason. 

gasoline & matches

Jack Of All Trades wrote:

"It's easier to fool a man than to convince him he's
been fooled."
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Yet! Jab is growing inside all the Vaxed. Patience it’s a slow kill
weapon. 

Bossman1967
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Superswotty Karen Kingston seems to have put it all together -
on with wasp-munching Stew Peters:

https://rumble.com/v1npix4-part-1-covid-is-a-parasite-biotech-
analyst-has-proof-covid-and-vaxx-are-bio.html

also see the 4min interview with electrical engineer Mat Taylor

https://rumble.com/v1npkk0-nanoweapons-in-covid-vax-
microscope-shows-all-covid-19-products-contain-par.html
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It is even harder to convince a man who has taken the vaxx they now
have ADE from a leaky mRNA vaxx that allows a mutated virus to
escape.

Big warign here is that 0.85% is 99% allowing the virus to overcome
the vacciens createing the conditions for an untreatable virus too
occur.

ADE baby for the 99% if they contine too pursue this path.

GreatUncle
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There were 3700 people (passengers and crew) on the Diamond Princess.
 712 were diagnosed with the virus, roughly 20%.  There were 13 deaths,
0.3%.  This was in a closed environment where none of the people had
been vaccinated.  So 0.3% had cases that ended in death.  The rest of the
99.7% recovered.  So the “vaccines” claiming a 90% to 95% success rate
in preventing serious disease or death are far worse statistics than the
experience in a closed environment.

Bay Area Guy
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And plenty of ethical, honest doctors were censored for noticing that,
early on. 

AimeeZH
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those 13 were probably killed by Remdisvir 

RallyRoundTheFamily
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remdisivir wasn't used at that time.   Cruise ships often carry
many elderly peeps with lots of other health issues.

C.wrangler
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I kept on repeating those numbers and other similar ones.. kept on
saying = guys, wait a minute.  The numbers don't make sense.  The
lock downs are crazy = this isn't a pandemic, it's a flu = (of course we
later found out that it is in fact a weaponized flu)   No one - NO ONE
would listen.   1 + 1 still equals 2 except in woke-world.

C.wrangler
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In Canaduh, it is still real. You still must be jabbed and boosted up to date to
attend University; Courts rule yo have no rights and must be jabbed; those
who lost jobs for no jabs cannot still get unemployment bennies.

Fascism has won.  

plankton
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Trudope must go!

KeramAve
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damn they really do want to k\ll you all.

buzzsaw99
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yes, and sheeple go along with it. 

There is an appearance of Trudeau regime backing off, but the slack
has been picked up by the corporations and courts. Fascism at it's
finest is driving the next stage of 'safe and effective'

 

We just need another 'crisis' for them to consolidate power, lock the
gates and go door to door with a syringe.  

plankton
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I'm American and it has been astonishing to watch the incredible
draconian measures out of Canada the last couple of years.

I would not have believed it could happen if someone had
predicted it in Summer 2019. I would have said, "I'm all about
considering conspiracy theories but, that is too far-fetched."

Curious question: Does Canada add flouride to its water supply
like most of the USA does?

No_Pretzel_Logic
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it does. 

plankton
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Lots of resources up in canaduh. Be a real shame if something
happened to all the people sitting on it.

Twitchet_dread,
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On a long enough timeline buzz they intend too jab us all.

This is why I flat out refuse all medical treatments better too stick
with my own religious medicine.

I pray too the whisky bottle and take guidance from the bottle
depending on if it is half full or half empty.

GreatUncle
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It means that only the most docile ones can be endoctrinated... sorry i
mean educated in universities. I'm pretty sure that the more you intend
school, the more you are easy to manipulate actually. A high degree of
education doesn't mean intelligence. 

Allonzikoi
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Why do you think the Canadian government is rounding up the guns
now?

numapepi
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Taking guns only works if people are intimidated by guns.

Chainsaws and woodchippers all work.

GreatUncle
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i bought a new pencil sharpener. I hear Navy Seals use the same
type, so it must be effective
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Dear Lancet, care to explain your shill position on the vaccine safety data
early after the public release?

V V
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tyler has some 'spainin' to do too.

buzzsaw99
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$$$’s

rectal_munger
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One could get excited about The Lancets revelations #1-3..

but #4-6 lay the groundwork for the cabals next bioweapon:

#4 Failures to follow normal public health practice

#5 Failure of operational cooperation

# Failure of international solidarity.

There will be no peace anytime soon.

 

Huxley's Ghost
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Primary lesson learned, the morons in charge are more deadly than any
disease will ever be.

Crush the cube
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El Jabbo was an incredible success when it came to reducing the overall
number of potential pension recipients....Massive success.

OlTomJoad
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Boomerremover,

brought to you by Phizer 

 

Twitchet_dread,
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The Lancet is simply re-iterating concepts that public health officials knew
before COVID, but were paid by big pharma to forget.

I include the Lancet here.

MrMoMoChaser
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My urge to savagely and ceaselessly pummel anyone in a lab coat is
damned near irrepressible right now.

...I don't see this getting better anytime soon.

A5minmajor
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You should seek professional help.

DogPox
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You will die of a brain or GI aneurism soon my friend...that is
inevitable. How many boosters did you get, champ?

EntropyFlyer
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might as well start a war as a distraction 

Lord Blankcheck
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Once the nukes fly... who will worry about a few clots in the brain?

numapepi
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That has been the plan all along.  Nothing like a war to distract and
cover up corruption and malfeasance.

Fortes Fortuna Adiuvat
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Lancet itself is one big failure of scientific method.

williambanzai7
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There are almost no unbiased medical journals. Maybe one or two. 

AimeeZH
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Nope...none.

NEJM and Lancet sold their souls to look anti-Trump.

lasvegaspersona
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It's just as easy to buy a scientist as it is a politician.

Gargoyle
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Brought to you by Pfizer

JMRPete
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Just getting started with the white wash... disgusting.

Toad Boring
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NOTICE how there is NO discussion about the FACT that 99.9% of the
deaths from/with covid were OLD (median UK age 82), and/or OBESE,
and/or COMORBID individuals. Follow the money and the lunatic power
hungry bureaucrat ayssholes. 

yerfej
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EVEN THIS is false, those are simply old, fat people who died for the
obvious reasons and their deaths were dishonored and hijacked and
labeled COVID.

The actual number of COVID fatalities is 95% lower than announced.

I Write Code
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I had so many arguments with friends and family over not taking the vax.
Seems almost all my conspiracy theories have been proven true. 

WildDog
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This report fails to recognize the success of gaining power and control over
the means of production while also moving global fascism forward.

This was never about public health. 

russellthetreeman
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Fuk the Lancet.

They stepped in their own pile...

espirit
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The article assumes that the global response was benevolent but misguided
due to a lack of understanding about vaccines and how the immune system
actually works.  If one acknowledges that the infection and death rates were
the result of psychopathic power-hungry bureaucrats hell-bent on
dominating the global population and advancing their control-based
agendas, consequences be damned...  then in that sense the COVID-
19 response was a massive success.

Santiago de Mago
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Baby Steps. Too many still brainwashed. 

Phoenix Pilgrim
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so, these 'experts' use a PCR test to determine infection??  seriously??

 

jackinrichmond
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Why do they need to go deep down the nose to do a pcr test when
they say that if you breathe without a mask you could contaminate
others ? A sample of saliva would be enough, I believe. Do the tests
serve an other purpose ? 

Allonzikoi
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If people accept the invasiveness of a swab deep up their nostrils,
near their olfactory receptor nerve endings, a swab test that makes
them tear up and cringe ... Why, then they are more ready to accept
the little prick of the jab and the shooting up of their gov.ment
sponsored cocktail !

(PCR) testing ALSO served the purpose of normalising that people
must PROVE to be healthy to have access to basic civil rights such
as freedom of movement, access to public transport and
workplaces etc.

The moment ANYONE accepted their first PCR test, their civil rights
were FCCKED !!

TripleAAA
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I tested myself only a few times to visit my grandmother who was
scared of covid. I never got covid or even a cold for 3 years, I
regret now. 

Allonzikoi
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Why, if you don't visit grandma, you might be cancelled out of
her will. The engineers of the virus did very, very well to target
the elderly: The elderly hold the titles, the property, the money
... the elderly are key to the control of those younger ones !

TripleAAA
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The olfactory receptor is the only place where your brain is
exposed to atmosphere and is accessible....coincedence? Your
eyes are directly connected but have an independant immune
system

CrabbyR
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I just can't believe governments around the world have been this
incompetent. I mean, .gov is our friend, and has our best interests at heart;
they could never be this wrong about something as dangerous as the
common cold, could they?

Ms. Erable
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Only if they'd been bought. Oh, wait....

Rumple4skin
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A failure for who?  It was a massive success for the powers that be.

Sprumford
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Covid was a total con, but the vaxx was totally real - especially the massive
impact on deaths, illness, fertility, and general societal malaise.  People will
be struggling with the knock on effects for decades.

The Vel
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Remember back when Lancet published that completely bogus Gates of
Hell financed story wherein a dozen or so people already experiencing
massive lung inflammation from covid were given 25 TIMES the usual dose
of HQC???   I do.  A complete lie which successfully kept HQC (a cheap an
effective anti-viral) off the market so Gates of Hell and his co-conspirator F-
Fauci could rake in the $billions on a clot-shot which they had already
patented.   Yes indeed.  Later there was a retraction on page 90.   Of course
I trust every single thing Lancet publishes.   Right.

C.wrangler
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A day late and a dollar short. The Lancet has zero credibility.

teolawki
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the Lancet Comission report starts off with this little gem: 
 

The Lancet is still trying to dig out of the pile of manure it heaped on itself at
the beginning of this thing, when they were forced to retract a major article
on the origins of the deadly whatever it is

Their credibility is badly shot now. 

EDIT: there are some other theories about the origin - for instance, that the
release was NOT an accident and that the "virus" is certainly not of natural
origin. 

IOW the whole thing was done on purpose.... no accident.... no shit

Mister E

"The proximal origin of SARS-CoV-2 remains unknown. There
are two leading hypotheses: that the virus emerged as a
zoonotic spillover from wildlife or a farm animal, possibly
through a wet market, in a location that is still
undetermined; or that the virus emerged from a research-
related incident, during the field collection of viruses or
through a laboratory-associated escape. Commissioners
held diverse views about the relative probabilities of the two
explanations, and both possibilities require further scientific
investigation. 
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In short...

The shot is designed to make you sick, die sooner, and not be able to have
kids....

The covid hoax was pushed for money, power, and to lower life expentancy
and lower birth rates....

 

Aubiekong
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Social Security needed saving, and this is how they did it. Temporarily.
There still won’t be enough to go around, thanks to inflation. 

AimeeZH
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Yep my dad died after his booster caused the cancer in his body to
explode.  They no longer have to pay his SS or military retirement...

Aubiekong
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They are sugar coating it quite a lot. It is much worse than they are saying.

Billy97
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File this under: Shit I knew and/or assumed in June 2020.

S. Plissken
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So to sum it all up....... what we were told was TOTAL BULLSH##!

But then, shouldn't we have already known that from the beginning.  I mean,
WHY did anyone believe these bums after their initial BS claim of, "we just
need 15 days to flatten the curve"?

Because politicians know that the general US herd is STUPID and will follow
whatever crap they are fed.  Moooooooooooooo......

PCShibai
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A criminal fraud and failure.

Rentier88
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How come as a retired RN I read enough to know the shots were not
effective and dangerous almost two years ago?  I also knew Masks dont do
jack against stopping a virus like covid that was extremely contagious.  Also
new lock downs and six foot distancing were made up control measures
and nothing to do with stopping covid....

Aubiekong
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All of my tin foil hat theories have come true to the point I am not allowed to
bring up the topic around my adult kids who all took the shot...  

Aubiekong
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I'm 2/4 on jabbed kids and 5/10 on jabbed grandkids.  I can't even talk
to the 2 millennials, (OR and CA) on this topic anymore. They and my -
ex now  think I have a tinfoil hat soldered to my skull.
Luckily, the 2 younger siblings are safe so far. 
Every time the phone rings, I fear bad news on the jabbed ones. 
 

Phoenix Pilgrim
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It is a common problem.  The moral issue is whether educating them to
their mistakes is a good idea.  They are doomed anyway.  

The attempt to bring them the truth only alienates us from our family
and friends without actually making their situation any better.

DjangoCat
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This does not even scratch the surface. "... epithelial interferon barrier...":
every cell has receptors that check for viral RNA and DNA to react when
viral infection is detected. This is the first line of defense against new viruses
(not yet encountered). Interferon production is one reaction which
simultaneously alerts the immune system and dramatically reduces viral
replication (up to a factor of 100).

Among these receptors are TLR 3,4,7 (there are several others too). TLR3 is
also active in combating cancer
(https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3656332/). Cancer cells are
produced all the time and eliminated by the immune system.

The vaccine down-regulates the receptors TLR 3,4,7 (I have linked to the
study before). This means that you have less defense against all types of
viral infection as well as cancer. 

It is unclear if the effect is transient or permanent since no studies have
been done. Even if it is transient, if you get constant boosters, you will be
affected as long as you boosterize yourself.

There is a reason why the mRNA vaccines down-regulate these receptors:
the vaccine mimics a viral infection, so if the cells respond and reduce
protein synthesis, the spike protein won't be produced.

This is only one of several ill effects directly attributable to the vaccine. Note
that the Lancet report does not mention a single such effect, but deals in
generalities of mitigation policies.

The vaccine manufacturers, imbecile politicians and corrupt medical
professionals instrumental in forcefully promoting this concoction all need to
be prosecuted.

    

absalom_hicks
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As many vaxxxed that I know that have been stricken with cancer
you'd think it was found on doorknobs. 

pods
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My fully vaxxed spouse has suffered recurring colds since summer and
now has a numb arm.  She is still gung ho on moar vaxxes!

DjangoCat
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They lied to us from the very beginning. This was a planned psyop and it
was very successful.

My two cents...Don't trust ANY "vaccines". Their injection deception is far
from over.

GoodyGumdrops
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This somewhat understates the problem, I sat and watched the entire world
lose its collective mind and do things never before seen. They quarantined
healthy people, they coerced, bullied and ridiculed those who showed the
least bit of doubt in “the science”. They ruined careers, fired otherwise
valued employees, and mandated their poison for every man, woman and
child they could claim some dominion over. 
This shitshow ain’t over, not by a damned sight. I have been insulted, and I
will never capitulate. I will be a Pureblood when I die, so will my wife and
son.  I will watch as SADS, cancer and heart disease kills off millions of
these weak minded idiots. And I will bide my time, for what’s coming. 

Donny Brook Ben Dover
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Pull the poison jabs from the market, before they do any more damage!

AimeeZH
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That would be rational from a life-saving perspective. Which is
precisely why they will double down and not do it.

 

acer_ventura
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But, but, but, that's the only victory horse they've successfully ridden
in the last 22 months.  You mean that's a failure too?  How can they
stomach that politically two weeks before elections?  Extend and
pretend..........as long as the lie holds.

Crush the cube
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The elephant in the room is the existence of effective repurposed drugs.  It
was murder by pharma...

Twox2
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Now they want to prevent access to immunity-boosting supplements!
Who still believes this isn’t on purpose? 

AimeeZH
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Lesson 1: If it's a hoax, treat it like a hoax.

Lesson 2: See Lesson 1.

JMRPete
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Peter Daszak used Lancet to publish the opinion piece that covid was not
from a lab

Zentejo
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Is this penance for past wrongs? Or are they afraid of getting $ued? 

AimeeZH
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It turns out that propoganda and fearmongering don't prevent disease.

A Lunatic
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What disease?

brunski60
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"Had we known the facts of absolute protection, would we have worried
about creating a vaccine so much? We would not have such high hopes that
a vaccine would resolve the pandemic."

i like the "we" and the "most people overlooked the fact".

where were the 'experts' during all that time?

they were following the Bill Gates/WEF agenda.

michelp
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No mention of the wasted money and time spent with mask mandates.

https://fee.org/articles/new-danish-study-finds-masks-don-t-protect-
wearers-from-covid-infection/

 

xavi1951
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Oh no no no no no.

We don't just skip over Criminal Proceedings and act like this was just an
"academic exercise".

The greatest mass medical experiment in history was forced upon humanity.

The Archivist

lessons learned
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Happily survived covid in the unvaxxed state.

Good to go.

DjangoCat
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Nothing worked, it was ALL a scam and natural immunity is the only thing
that is legit in this entire fiasco.

The end.

McStain
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It did work: against you!

absalom_hicks
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Failure of The Lancet? 

lambda
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Missing from this article are the TWO key pieces of information that would
have warned most physicians that these mRNA vaccines were a danger:

1) These were not natural ribonucleotides used in the mRNA molecules. 
These were synthetic molecules resistant to the natural nucleases.  Once
injected, they did not last a mere 24hours or 48hours (as assumed) but
....months!  We actually do not know how long they will stay in our bodies
before all of the spike generating mRNA is degraded.  What we only learned
over the course of the last year is that Moderna and Pfizer produced a
product that our cells and our natural extracellular environment could not
quickly degrade.  This was kept secret.  

2) The other key piece of information that was unknown, maybe? but kept
secret once it was known was that SPIKE was TERRIBLE.  The SARS-CoV-2
spike was the single greatest reason we would want to avoid infection and
yet the SPIKE was what these mRNA vaccines were producing.  

These are the two key lies and misrepresentations that must be addressed
and the responsible parties held accountable over.

novictim
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The Lancet now needs to write an article about the effectiveness of masks
and the failure in mandating them in the first place.

asteroids
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Clearly there was an agenda

 

Who would want a locked down society?

1) someone who wanted to destroy the economy

2) someone who wanted to force mail in ballots

 

Qui Bono?

WEF Agenda, which is also the DNC agenda as is obvious by watching the
current administration.  They had to destroy Trumps economy AND and this
is very important - they had to get mass mail in ballots, however they could. 
The so called Trumptards would be out in force....create 20-25 million fake
mail in ballots...$400 million deployed by Zuck to support the remote ballot
boxes...where mules in the dark of night shoved countless ballots into the
boxes.

2012 voter turnout   119 million

2016  129 million

2020  156 million

 

these are facts, not theory  pull your headout

 

 

realitybiter
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We need to loosen voting laws so we can get a billion Americans to
vote in the next election.

Men's Gynecologist
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Useless whitewashing unless the COSTS OF THE CONTROL MEASURES
are taken into account.

Few lives saved

Millions killed by the state

Jim in MN
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They got caught and are trying to cover their ars-e-holes.  They should be
arrested and sued.  Alex Jones gets sued for a billion while the Covid
criminal scam killed millions and stole hundreds of billions.

https://halturnerradioshow.com/index.php/en/news-page/world/u-s-d-o-d-
issued-a-contract-for-covid-19-research-to-a-company-in-ukraine-3-
months-before-covid-19-was-known-to-exist

https://expose-news.com/2022/10/06/2019-contract-covid-resarch-ukraine-
us-dod/

U.S. D.O.D issued a contract for COVID-19 Research to a company in
Ukraine, 3 months before COVID-19 was known to exist

Freddie
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All these facts will fall on deaf ears because officials in government and
the military were behind the cause of all this.   

logically possible
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Lancet "global failure" report sets the scene for the global adoption of the
pandemic treaty

mariane202
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The anger of the US citizenry, once the rest of society realizes that the whole
thing was phoney for 2.5 years is going to swallow DC whole. 

Who am i kidding. There are still people wearing masks to this day. There
are probably people in the US who would vote for permanent societal
lockdowns...such was the psychological attack waged against the citizenry
using coordinated manipulation from govt, media, news, universities,
hospitals. 

The devil and his band of demons are on the loose in DC. The army of fiddle
playing Johnnies is recruiting. 

Gab Timov
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It's a Stockholm syndrome writ large.  Some day the idea of
governments reserving the right to initiate force will end.  Good grief,
whom am I kidding... Nevermind.

MrThunker
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The Lancet conveniently leaves out the Lancet as the #1 reason the
response failed as they published a fraudulently false narrative at the behest
of the virus creators.

GtownSLV
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Follow the $$$$, as always. 

AimeeZH
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Has the  Lancet been banned from all social media for publishing
misinformation?????

Ben Tornilloed
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Funny, no mention of Event 201. The Covid scam was a Plandemic. 

Z Freedom
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Yep, Kary Mullis dies in Aug 2019.....Event 201 in October
2019.....Kary's PCR is used to fool the world in December 2019. I'm
sure it's all a coincidence tho.... lol

Sprumford
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Mullis was quite candid on why PCR should never be used to
diagnose a viral pathogen. 

Z Freedom
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Aussie tennis great Todd Woodbridge suffered mild heart attack.

QuiteShocking
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Tennis elbow

Hareld
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Global warming.

Swirling Diarrhea Tornado
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Racism.

Albfuct
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‘failures of international solidarity’.. straight from the socialist manifesto?  F
k your solidarity.  Any compassion I had ended when you tried to criminalise
me for my health choices.  

bloostar
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Number One Reason: GET TRUMP we must GET TRUMP. Lives be damned.
Science be damned. Medicine be damned we must GET TRUMP. 

No Time for Fishing
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Science be damned. Medicine be damned we must GET TRUMP. 

Number Two: We must get POWER much more POWER . We need control
and POWER. Lives be damned. Science be damned. Medicine be damned
we must GET POWER.

Number Three: We must make the elites RICHER. More money more money
more money. We must get RICHER! Lives be damned. Science be damned.
Medicine be damned we must GET RICH.

Number Five : GET TRUMP we must GET TRUMP. Lives be damned.
Science be damned. Medicine be damned we must GET TRUMP. 
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I think the order was a bit more like:

NUMBER ONE: We MUST regain power in D.C. this year (2020) or all
our debts fall due and the Party will collapse for lack of funding.

NUMBER TWO: We must DO SOMETHING to rescue the banks
because they are all in debt over their heads too and it's gonna be
2008 all over again.

NUMBER THREE: GET TRUMP.  He stole our guaranteed permanent
majority!  The Deep State hates him.  Also, he's blowing up our profits
from China trade.  So it's personal.

NUMBER FOUR: Pfizer/Gates will pay, really, really well if we guarantee
their vaccine sales.

NUMBER FIVE: Above all, we must regain control of D.C. and the
Federal budget!  Our cronies/clients have to be paid off!

Faeriedust
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Complete and utter bullshit.

Jax_
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This is all fine commentary but it doesn't address any of the really offensive
actions that happened.

Like govt seizing control where it had no precedent to do so...lockdowns,
ridiculous masking and face covering requirements (I'm still seeing greasy
face diapers on people today).

Oppression of the sovereigns (people) by law enforcement - remember the
"your rights have been suspended" comment? Overzealous law
enforcement personnel who've been waiting for this sort of opportunity to
flex their proverbial muscles. Law enforcement attracts a particular
psychological profile....and dominance is part of that.

Before you can criticize the problems you have to go back to why all this
was undertaken. The govt response was not out of caring for the
people...the empire doesn't give one wit about people.

It was all a test of submission and compliance...

glenlloyd
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If you don't address the fact that the threat was no worse than an average
to above average flu, this kind of analysis doesn't get off the ground - it
pretends at things, all the way through.

SuperareDolo
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round of applause.

 

were we right here on zh or what?  many of us has this plandemic pinned
down by early FEBRUARY 2020.

liberty2day
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The best way to "spread" immunity is to hug people!

FunBoy3
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Stopped reading at "failures of rationality".

FunBoy3
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Sure, everyone is quite aware that the COVID response was a failure, but
from a leftist totalitarian viewpoint, it was a success.

zorrosgato
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Don't mention that every single one of those 'covid deaths' occured in a
hospital or old folks home... where their 'care protocol' was actually a death
protocol.

No one ever died outside those locations until the fake vaxx rollout. Now
people 'die suddenly' every single day.

KatLivesKatter
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I have noticed the cause of death for young healthy athletes lately is often
listed as not disclosed.

That not disclosed must be pretty deadly stuff!

https://incapp.org/blog/?p=5521

numapepi
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do the experts have any advice on how to protect yourself from non-
disclosed cause of death? 

i would like to take any necessary precautions.

desertdog
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They're working on a new vaccine for that.

Men's Gynecologist
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I would suspect the causes of excess deaths will be heavily
suppressed by the government.

I think every death should now be labeled Jab+ or Jab-, but I think this
may cause a rope shortage.  

MrBoompi
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This article would have more meaning if the vaccine was about covid at all.
It was simply about compliance and in that regard was a major success. 

I predict if there is a new disease and a new vaccine people will dutifully line
up again to get it. Don't believe me? Look at the case of Canadian actress
Jennifer Gibson who developed bell's palsy within 2 weeks of the jab. She
states if she had it to do all over again she would do the same thing. Tough
to breed out that kind of brainwashing overnight.

handsinwa
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stockholm syndrome

desertdog
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They'll demand a vaccine to protect them from the vaccine.

Crush the cube
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Its makes sense as she's destroyed physically so she feels the need to
hide her embarrassment at having been conned. Its easier to fool
someone than to convince them they've been fooled. 

yerfej
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As I mentioned roughly a year ago ..

Dementia Joe has outlived his usefulness …

As has the “Covid” con …

Let the caterwauling, ass covering, and recriminations begin ..

Giant Meteor
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Two weeks to flatten... FU

Freeman of the City
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Have you noticed that many of the former Covid Apostles are now
backpedaling?

Maybe that's why:

mRNA Vaccine - Dead and Injuries – Analyst Estimates "These numbers are
beyond staggering" 

Dr. Roger Hodkinson, an esteemed Canadian pathologist, joined Laura-
Lynn Tyler Thompson in a video interview, where he discussed these
horrifying numbers.

 

https://vigilantfox.substack.com/p/20-million-dead-from-the-jab-22-billion?
utm_source=substack&utm_campaign=post_embed&utm_medium=email

blumenthal
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These numbers sound about right to me. I’ve never known so many
people to get sick and/or die in my immediate circle of acquaintance,
in such a short span of time. 

AimeeZH
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it's the same with me, many have cancer, heart problems, regularly
infections or suffer from exhaustion. No one connects it with the
vaccination. 

blumenthal
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Main Finding:  Government and Big Pharma are incapable of protecting you
from Covid, but very effective at stealing money by fear-mongering.

Zork
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And yet Alex Jones sued for 1 billion and the real criminals make
trillions. Funny how that works

Bossman1967
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Bork bork bork!

MrThunker
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A more truthful and succinct report would be boiled down to a single word:

Genocide

OldNewB
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Lancet proved one thing...They are hired to spin science at the direction of
their masters 

Conservative Thought
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They do everything they can to put everything they can into the can,
excepting any inconvenient truths.  They need to show they are team
players and still quite open to bribes, at a very reasonable price.

I Write Code
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And yet no one will be held responsible. No one will go to jail. No one will
pay any penalty for the harm they have caused all humanity. 

No Time for Fishing
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OK this article really is barf, but some of the barf is from Epoch Times, not
Lancet.  This is the stupid Lancet report that Jeffrey Sachs headlined, which
tells you all you need to know, really.  The pretty little charts are NOT FROM
THE LANCET article.

This is from the Lancet article:

You see, they are still shilling for a fake vaccine, and mixing it up with a
bunch of other globalist trash and obscenity.

I Write Code

Economic recovery depends on sustaining high rates of vaccination
coverage and low rates of new, clinically significant COVID-19
infections, and on fiscal and monetary policies to mitigate the
socioeconomic effects of the pandemic and prevent a financial
crisis. Emergency global financing from the International Monetary
Fund, the World Bank, and regional development banks had a
salutary role, although much larger financial flows from high-income
to low-income regions were warranted.
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All well and good but:

'Authored by Dr. Yuhong Dong and Health 1+1 via The Epoch Times,' 

Epoch Times didn't write it.

'I’d like to share my thoughts based on the six failure reasons raised by
Lancet.'

https://www.thelancet.com/infographics-do/covid-19-commission-
2022

Full text:

https://www.thelancet.com/journals/lancet/article/PIIS0140-
6736(22)01585-9/fulltext

Lancet's conclusions were BS, but the piece was not about Lancet's
conclusions after assessing the failure and insistence that vaccination
would be the way out of the next pandemic.

That would be another article

Charts from : Nature, VAERS Database, JAMA Internal Medicine. No
claim was made they were from the Lancet piece.

Perhaps you should concentrate on what she wrote about Lancet's six
reasons for Covid response failure.

You seem to think this was some sort of defense of Lancet's promotion
of vaccination. That wasn't the focus of the article.

Bostwick9
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Focus of the article?  It had no focus, except to foc-us.

There are probably some valid points in it somewhere, but it's like
sorting the cocaine balloons out of your feces.

I Write Code
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Understand this, most people in government are not only dumb but lazy and
lack common sense. If someone they trust says 'x', they won't question this
but will implement this procedure instead of examining the situation
themselves. 

This is why so much of the world simply followed what others did, without
even a cursory examination of the why of their actions. 

Don't treat the majority of these people like such geniuses, because it
demeans you and the fact that most of you are far smarter than those who
are ruling you. 

HC-CZ
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But Pfizer can't make big bucks off natural immunity.

nightrite
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There is a good reason to think that the jabs killed the vaccinated
people's natural immunity. Which means there's an other way to make
big bucks for Pfizer now. 

Allonzikoi
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To prevent infection next time they will kill everyone and not bother with
masks...

EntropyFlyer
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if only we locked down harder and faster this could've all be avoided

icqme
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and longer, we should still be locked down if we were following
fraudchi science...

Aubiekong
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Once again, no sh*t Sherlock, we (the unvaccinated, unmasked, non-
compliant) have been saying these things for 2-almost 3 years that were
intuitively obvious. But, but, the science! A-holes!

Defmanwalking
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Here come the mea culpas from all the monsters who supported this
agenda. The  only failure was they got caught.

markar
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Nah, they'll just point fingers, deny, delay and deflect.

Defmanwalking
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This. 

Allonzikoi
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How I envy children under 6 months. Not only were they not forced to get
the jab, they also have a chance of living long enough to hear an apology for
this shit.

A slim chance, but still.

Chad Thundercock
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i heard they're jabbing them twenty minutes after they come out of the
uterus in the uk.

buzzsaw99
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I always thought 20 minutes was rather late !

Intrauterine jabbing of the foetus would do the trick !

TripleAAA
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Lancet WAS ( IS) pat of the problem.   They published bullshit studies, and
suppressed others!

DrewJackson
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The Lancet was one of the top 2 medical journals until it published an article
that said Plaquenil was very dangerous, probably because Trump mentioned
it.

It was obvious to everyone who wrote the drug that it was in fact very safe.
The editors were humiliated and forced to retract the article 10 days later (2
years ago).

Since then it has become just another rag with name recognition.

lasvegaspersona
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Shutting down the economy created more deaths than covid by far.
Absolute failure at every level. People scare me now with mass psychosis. 
Guessing 20 to 40% are critical thinkers and I think I am being optimistic
there. 

John B
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the best defense against a pandemic is a strong and vibrant economy.

desertdog
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Thank you for presenting this valuable information.

Unfortunately, none of the governments that pushed covid terrorism have
the slightest interest in anything you wrote. Most, if not all, consider your
article to be hate speech. PayPal would fine you then ban you if they could,
and still might depending on who wins in 2022.

PS You forgot the part about 'social distancing' being made up completely
by Fauci and Birx. There is absolutely no science behind it. They decided it
'sounded good'. Then bragged about it after nobody except the loneliest
among us believed it any longer.

dead hobo
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Colds and Flu's disappeared.

The Medical Industrial Complex was complicit in mistreating the current
strain of disease.

Never forgive. Never forget that...

espirit
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They are still pushing mask effectiveness fiction! It’s beyond ridiculous,
what the medical “profession” is doing. Everyone now knows the very
first new Covid millionaires were PPE manufacturers. 

AimeeZH
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Here is my letter to the Government of Canada.

I struggled with where to begin, or how to voice my frustrations with the
tyranny Canadians have endured since the Covid-SARS2 epidemic began in
Dec 2020. I am an 8th generation Canadian, who worked my entire life here,
to build a family. I have completed 2 college Diploma's and worked for
major corporations.

I have travelled the world and seen inside corporate boardrooms, discussed
business IT Strategy with the brightest of individuals, over many decades. I
was always proud of Canada, and its position on the world stage, until a
globalist tyrant came into power.

 

I'm not an anti-vaccination individual. I have taken many vaccines over the
years and wouldn't hesitate to take one again, should the need arise. And
there-in lies the crux of my argument. The need to take an injection and my
choice, whether to take it or not.

 

The chronological timeline that has led me to my outlook of the pandemic
and its Government measures:

December 2020 - Mainstream News pictures of hospital emergency
wards being overwhelmed in Italy. Same ones, over and over, that all
seemed to depict one fact, overweight elderly people on ventilators. I
said to my wife early on, this seems to be a disease of the over weight
and elderly.
March 2020 - News of Vaccine makers, all over the world, racing to
develop and test potential vaccines to the threat posed to the
overweight and elderly.
April 2020 - Trudeau tells Canadians that Canada will deliver one of
the vaccines that are available, experimental mRNA or the traditional
attenuated virus vaccines. I began research into the mRNA as that was
experimental and not tested on humans. All animal trials were
unsuccessful up to this point in time.
May 2020 - Trudeau goes on national news announcing Canada will
be getting only the experimental mRNA to inject into Canadians.

Thats the point in time, my position on this pandemic changed forever. I
won't get into the many contradictions and lies the Government, Health
Experts and the Mainstream News have made since 2020. All they ever did
and said, just made me doubt the reasons behind their edicts and
mandates, even more. Everything that came about didn't make any sense to
me, then, and now.

 

The more I researched, the more dissonant I became. I tried to voice my
opinions on social media and was met with censorship and accounts
cancelled.

 

Any data, or evidence, that I found, was entirely censored. That made me
more suspicious. The divide in Health Care Professionals was clear to
anyone who cared to look.

Everything that I believed to be true, everything, has come light over the last
two years. I personally know more people injured/died from the injections
than people who died from Covid-SARS2.

 

Masks, lock downs, distancing and the forced injections made me the Anti-
Experimental Injection person I am today.

 

I will NEVER take a Government mandated experimental injection. Its not
safe and its not effective. The two things that have been parroted by
mainstream news for 3 years using censorship and propaganda.

 

I am proud to not be part of this experiment, but I do feel sorry for the
individuals who are being injured and killed by this horrific social
experiment. They trusted the system to not harm them. 

 

I have never hated the Canadian Government, until now. There is nothing
they can do to install my allegiance and trust. Never again, no matter the
Political party. They all caved in to the global tyranny, equally.

 

Risk has always been tempered with choice. The Canadian Government
mandates attempt to remove choice in the pandemic measures. 

 

I'm willing to die to not be part of this terrible human experiment.

3.14159
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"There is nothing they can do to install my allegiance and trust."

If you haven't sent this yet, I suggest that the word you are looking for
is restore.  "There is nothing they can to do restore my allegiance and
trust."

I'm with you here.  Both Canada and the U.S. have broken something
that can never be fixed.

Faeriedust
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It convinced/cajoled/forced 90% of the population to get a bio-hack
masquerading as a vaccine.

That was the end state the cabal wanted, better than 90%.  If it hadn’t got
there, they had something more severe planned than the lockdowns.

JaxPavan
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90% ... where?

Not in the U.S. 

 

I think they hoped for a very high percentage... so they could spin
"trust the science" for climate change. For both Covid-19 and climate
change ... doing nothing would/will be just fine. So they get to claim
victory!

 

 

That user name is already taken
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It’s a bio-hack to keep mammals from going lunatic as the earth’s
magnetic field weakens.  It’s an evolutionary adaptation to the
ecological collapse and mass extinctions that accompany
geomagnetic wander in the geologic record, a geomagnetic
excursion like the one we are experiencing now.  

Now you know whey you have been subjected to decades of bad
zombie movies: visceral fear.

It’s an “anti-zombie” bio-hack.

JaxPavan
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I think that the WEF would argue that this Globalist Agenda of the " Deep
State " is a rollicking SUCCESS in mass Democide !!

bbob
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Here's my Lessons Learned

1. The majority of Humans are not that smart. ~60% of any given
population.

2. Governments continue to employ the most sinister, bumbling fools
available.

3. Health Experts, Crisis Actors and Fact Checkers have now joined the
bottom feeders category.

4. Never argue your position with anyone from Team Vaccinated. Its a no
win.

5. The Scamdemic was phase one, phase two is the reduction of
Everything. Phase three is the cancelling of debt for Governments and
Corporations.

3.14159
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I'm quite happy to argue my position with Team Vaccinated.

And I'm quite happy to argue they are OBVIOUSLY idiots and liars by
any and every known metric.

They may never concede any points at all, but that's just another sign
that they are idiots and entirely non-serious and non-qualified to even
care about, in terms of science of truth.

I Write Code
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The reason I say that is that the 6 O'Clock News is their only source
of information.

As soon as you present any data to the contrary, they say its a lie
and doubt you and your data.

3.14159
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They can doubt me all they like and I just don't care.

I will try to show them their data is garbage, whether or not they
care.

I'm virtually all alone in this, besides a very rare agreement from
somewhere online, though there are many skeptics about The
COVID Narrative and they are right to be skeptical it's another
matter to get the real story right.  Even Malone tends to limit
himself to the biology, and he's great there (though he sometimes
overshoots), but he doesn't do the numbers, and it's the numbers
that are where you can see the truth and the lies.  And of course
the vacillation and great silences (on natural immunity) from that
stinking dwarf Fauci.  And the wishes for a holiday season of
sickness and death from Brandon.

I'm not staying silent about stuff like that.

I Write Code
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prosecute fauci and get rid of all the medical alphabet soup starting with the
WHO. Not only did clotshot fail to stop the bug, it was seized upon by
control freak bureaucrats as path-to-power with the COVID digital
surveillance 'passport' and the rest of that mess, so, to inoculate against
govt. overreach into people's lives, overhaul the apparatus that allowed all
that to come into being so it cant in the future.  COVID was very, very good
for the stock market, big pharma for the win...

emptybeercan
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The seventh reason for the Covid19 disaster was giving the Chicoms the
technology, staffing, knowhow, and financing to conduct their research in
known to be substandard lab at Wuhan. The eighth reason for the disaster
was disinformation rags like "The Lancet".

on target
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This is a new bunch of complete and utter LIES, packaged as "The Science"

Covid-19 doen't exist, so the whole story is a hoax and they keep pushing
the delusion as far as possible with this kind of rag-tag-garbage!

If they are really so 'concerned' as they appear, why is it they never ever
want to discuss the side effects and mass killings with the jab?!

Newton_deMagier
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They got what they wanted: the death of millions, political and economic
power, near total media control, and LOTS of money.

Now they want to kiss and make up - so they can do it again.

Give every member of the US government , at least those in DC, the red
state killer jabs.

Andre
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Lancet doing it’s best to sound “scientific”.  

Jury_rggd
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I have a difficult time with some authors because of several common
mistakes.

They call these shots vaccines.

They believe studies or statistics based on the covid pcr test are valid.

They believe SARS-CoV-2 has been isolated.  According to the traditional
meaning of isolation, this is not true. 

MrBoompi
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Yes, the article is hot garbage and attempts to give cover by labeling it
as mistakes and failures as the reason this clown show went on for
2 years.

It was all planned and went swimmingly well.

driftr
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Just wait until all the vaxxers have to pay for their next booster. ADE
is their future.

Savvy
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https://expose-news.com/2022/10/12/names-face-bilderbergers-who-
controlled-covid-response/

The names & faces of the 150 Bilderbergers who have influenced &
controlled the response to COVID-19

Well Professor Jeffrey Sachs recently was trying to sing a different tune
recently because he was named here and connected to Peter Daszkal.  
Sachs was also involved with Prof. Joseph Steiglitz in Russia post the USSR
in helping modernize their economy aka working with oligarchs to loot
Russia.

Putin then threw them all out and fixed things.

Freddie
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Who needs a lancet commission to know that ? 

Allonzikoi
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Two many 3 syllable words. Must be the work of a white supremacist!  Burn
the witch!

TommyGee
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Millions of people die with herpes every year.  They don't die OF herpes. 
But this worldwide tragedy of herpes deaths needs to be addressed.

Imagine if we counted deaths WITH other diseases like they count dying
while testing positive for Covid.

Converging Lines
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Is Herpes airborne transmisssible?

DogPox
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Do you have sex?

EntropyFlyer
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sex is a myth

icqme
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Modern $cience is nothing more than a majority vote.

The "theories" that are accepted as scientific fact is criminal.

Jack Offelday
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Modern science is directly proportional to the amount of corporate
money being funneled to regulatory agencies, media, journals and
academia.

OldNewB
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the peer review process is part of the problem.

it's a corrupted process that needs to be disposed of.

desertdog
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This was a fraud and racketeering operation plus a population control
strategy. 

goldhoarder
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And what ever you do<Don't mention the "CRMINAL TakeDown" of
Ivermectin and HCQ !

 

Fred box
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Lancet snuff rag, seeks to regain credibility after discrediting
hydroxychloroquine zinc treatment as effective, by not including the zinc,
and starting the trial after patients hooked up to ventilators?

AlwaysBeHumbleAndKind
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Exactly. It was that simple to figure out.

HQL works if used early and with zinc. They used no zinc, and after the
patients were in ICU and on vents. If even a dumbass likee knew that
was BS, then they did too. Obvious agenda to discredit HQL. 

They were for Ed to retract in 7 days. But by then the global headline
had been deployed. "HCL; more deaths, no benefit," and the result
they wanted was is the bag. Sophomoric in it's simplicity, highly
effective. The rest is history.

GlobalCtzn
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Mask mandates when masks do nothing to prevent transmission.

Vaccine passports when vaccines do nothing to prevent transmission.

The two biggest "tools" that governments used to combat a global
pandemic did absolutely nothing.  Completely worthless against the spread
of the virus.  Do we need 6 other reasons as to why the response was a
failure?

My God, we should all be happy that COVID had less than a 1% fatality rate
and wasn't an actual threat to those that didn't already have pre-existing
conditions, elderly, or obese.

 

Rancid Lunchmeat
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There was always more than one way to get to Zero30.

Reducing the amount of carbon used is one way.

Reducing the number of carbon users is another.

45North1
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Did not mention the success of this global exercise.

Massive loss of liberty freedom and choice.  All of that now resides with the
Elite politicians still claiming they will make you safe from the fear of
___________  Fill in the blank. Every new fear porn emergency they
announce  shifts all power from you to them. 

The movie "Tim Machine" illustrates the "siren effect" on a fear based
population.  Sirens sound, and they march to their own doom until the "all
clear".     What is the difference between that and the fear driven response
to a "pandemic" or "climate change", or Ebola, or whatever they gin up as
the next fear porn to drive more automatic response. 

They treat you as cattle to be corralled and prodded into barns for feeding
or slaughter.  

Alien 851
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7th Lesson Learned-

Once prestigious science journals lied.

75thInf
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There was no "massive global failure".

This went exactly as planned. 

 

driftr
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I would say I told you so, but saying I told you so causes sudden
unexpected heart attacks.

Vaavi
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This article is barf, was it really published in NEJM?

This staggering death toll is a profound lie, 6.9m worldwide, and IHME has
been nothing but idiotic and wrong in *everything* they've said since this
began.  If you start with these lies and fail to debunk them, nothing else you
say is going to have credibility.  Judging from the US 95% of these claimed
fatalities were other deaths that were hijacked and labeled as COVID
because there was a positive test somewhere, NOT a single symptom of
anything.  If COVID's real toll worldwide was 350,000 that is truly
unfortunate, yet it is only on the same scale as (is claimed for!) the flu each
and every year, even with the so-called flu vaccines, and is well down on the
list of reasons for mortality each and every year, remember something like
70,000,000 people die every year from a wide variety of causes, the COVID
toll over almost three years is then less than one-half of one-percent.

I Write Code

“this staggering death toll is both a profound tragedy and a massive
global failure at multiple levels.
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You're correct.

It's why the flu suddenly disappeard for 2 years. Just changed the
name and added an advertising campaign.

driftr
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And eliminated the possibility of early and preventative treatment
and repurposed drugs. 

Phoenix Pilgrim
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How the hell are bourla and bancel supposed to buy superyachts with
'natural immunity'?

Ilikekale
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University of Washington is corrupt.

redbear91
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They all are. 

AimeeZH
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Their ccp funded imhe was wrong about every single prediction they
ever made but no one in the msm ever called them on it.

Their wrong about Everything 'predictions' continue to this day.

KatLivesKatter
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But they offer the best degrees in Gender Studies and Diversity &
Inclusion.

Men's Gynecologist
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Glad you can admit that now that you f**ked over the world.  

Just know you are now just a speed bump on who we are going after.

NO EXITS.

Have a nice day.  Find Jesus while you still have time, he is our hope.

NOT brought to you by Pfizer.

Countrybunkererd
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Go to Walgreens and Get Boosted. 

NoPension
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I don't need a booster.

I can sit at the table like a big boy.

Swirling Diarrhea Tornado
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I refuse to set foot in Walgreens or CVS. They participated in the lie. 

AimeeZH
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And they still report them as covid deaths...these people are clueless,
hapless and hopeless.

Come clean. It's the only chance at redemption.

 

Huxley's Ghost
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The Lancet, what a rag!  Who would believe anything they publish!

Once they went political by poopooing HCQ, I lost all respect for them as an
unbiased publication.

NoOneRides4Free
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Exactly!

And that one study which was retracted 7 days later, was all any
thinking man needed in order to see and understand that this whole
vax BS was a scam.

GlobalCtzn
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I sensed it was all bullshit when nurses and doctors were making TikTok
videos in nearly empty hospitals... And, I said no thanks to the clot shot... I
do have a great tan from sitting in the sun [free Vitamin D] so this Covid
thing has been beneficial in that regards... 

Able Ape
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That was a pretty confusing explanation of absolute versus relative efficacy.
The 0.81% of infected folk in the placebo group became 0.04% of the
vaxxed group, thus decreasing the infection rate by 0.77% which divided by
0.81% is 95%

This numbers trick is used in many other venues.

for example if one gets a person of pallor wanting to spout off numbers
“proving” something is remiss with people of color’s genetics, it will be
presented That black crime rate is about 2-3 times the rate of whites. OMG.

But you see that 1-1.2% of whites are criminals and 3-3.5% of blacks.

The sleight of hand, just as in the vaccine case, is that 98-99% of whites
and 96-97% are not criminals. As the good doctor is arguing. Depends on
which ox needs to be gored

 

REALDEEBEE
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Article completely misrepresents the author's own ideas for the
recommendations of the Commission.  The findings of the Commission are
better summarized as:

1) The causal origins of the virus are unknown.  Lab leak and meat market
explanations are equally possible.

2) WHO acted too slowly.

3) Governments acted too slowly.

4) Governments didn't coordinate their responses enough (i.e., they made
policy independently).

5) Public opposition to doing What Was Best For Them was too strong. 
More psy-ops and censorship was needed.

6) Not enough effort was made to help the poor, the working classes, and
indigenous communities.

7) Rich countries didn't help poorer countries enough, especially with giving
away vaccines or the means to make them.

8) Economic recovery requires sustained testing and vaccination programs,
along with rich countries giving poorer countries much more funding.

9) "The sustainable development process has been set back by several
years, with a deep underfinancing of investments needed to achieve the
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) and the aims of the Paris Climate
Agreement." 

The Commission's recommendations based on these findings:

1)The world should continue practicing Covid mania indefinitely, with
"sustainable" programs of vaccination, masking, and mass testing.

2) Scientists and governments need to continue searching for the origins of
the SARS-COV-2 virus.

3) WHO should be expanded with a new Science Council, a new Global
Health Board, and lots of new funding.  It should be put in charge of
overseeing biosafety, biosecurity, and risk management for research
programs involving dangerous pathogens.

4) Every nation on earth needs to build an ideal public health system that will
provide universal health care as well as promote "health education" and
"prosocial behaviors" while grounded in human rights and gender equity,
yada, yada, yada.

5) Every country needs to create and/or rewrite pandemic preparedness
plans covering sixteen areas including "active opposition to misinformation
and disinformation".

6) A new Global Health Fund headquartered in Geneva and "closely aligned"
with WHO needs to be created.

7) G20 needs to set up "a new financial architecture" to fund public health in
poorer countries.

Pretty standard wishlist for a bunch of bioscience bigwigs with nothing
productive to do.  I especially like that they need yet another new financial
bureaucracy headquartered in Geneva, as if that would make any difference
to a respiratory virus.  I think Covid's gotten a bad rap in all of this.  Maybe
somebody should be appointed to all these international boards to
represent the Virus.  After all, it's just trying to survive . . . 

Faeriedust
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Wow, so not only is the Comission really stupid, but they reached
these conclusions in spite of having made the arguments in the same
paper which our author curated for us.

Thanks for reminding me these people are still full of crap.

Had I simply taken the author's summary I would have been badly
misled.

 

tr123
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Rationality was abandoned over 2 years ago. 

Eclipster

Instead, we would be more rational to seek natural ways to boost
immunities
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Not a coincidence it coincided with American political  left right divide. 
 Growth of lying main stream media,  internet conspiracy mills.  Corruption
in corporate office.    And a general deterioration of American public 
intellectual faculties.   

Rudolph
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Nobody would have drunk the Koolaid if they knew it was all in vain.

Not to mention the long stringy blood clots and myocarditis and AIDS , that
nobody wants to talk about.

 

But the media still prattles on about "getting your booster shot up to date".

spaniel
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The Mockingbird Media leads the charge - they are coming for our
children. F_ck them all.  Boycott!

 https://www.pbs.org/newshour/health/fda-approves-omicron-specific-
boosters-for-kids-as-young-as-5

https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/fda-clears-covid-
omicron-vaccine-children-young-5-rcna51034 

https://news.yahoo.com/fda-and-cdc-approve-new-omicron-covid-
boosters-for-children-as-young-as-5-211935308.html

https://www.axios.com/2022/10/12/covid-booster-kids-vaccine-fda

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2022-10-12/pfizer-
moderna-omicron-boosters-get-fda-nod-for-kids-5-and-up
....

Phoenix Pilgrim
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It’s cute how they mask clotshot deaths as Rona deaths.  Public ain’t buying
that BS anymore.

LostWages
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The response was a failure because they destroyed the entire world and
went mask off over a bad flu season. 

__Diogenes__
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The fallout of COVID-19 has not actually hit yet. The Trillions of $ printed
covered up the huge economic impact that is going to hit in the next 6
months to a year. Potentially, tens of millions will start or die of exposure.

axeman79
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The self described ruling class was/is hell bent on poisoning the world.

Feel free, Doc, to get out of your lane. There are a great many of us waiting
for the learned class to catch up to what we seen early on.

Remember "never let a crisis go to waste"

BeansBulletsBandaidsComms
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The Covid pandemic is irrefutable proof that our form of government does
not work when the leadership is of such low intellectual quality as is the
case now. We cannot expect politicians to be experts in many fields. They
have experts to rely on.

However what we must demand is that the leadership recognizes when the
experts have massive conflicts of interest and must then discount
their testimony. The WHO is financed by the pharma industry and
consequently has such conflicts of interest. This makes this organization
unsuitable for organizing a pandemic response. 

Our politicians are partly too stupid to recognize this, partly corrupt and
frequently dictatorial.  It's now easy for industry to manipulate them and
construct a narrative with which they intend to make dozens of billions of
profit. Once the leadership has bought into the narrative, no contrary
opinion is tolerated (they call this protecting free speech from
disinformation"). Given how much money is at stake, narrative injection is a
lucrative industry pursed by an army of industry shills and hucksters.

This is the most benign interpretation of what happened during the Corona
pandemic. 

We cannot tolerate politicians that do not have the capacity to resist this
sort of manipulation, do not understand that cancellation policies are not
useful in promoting scientific debate or, worst of all are outright corrupt.

absalom_hicks
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Trump might have had the freedom to fire (or execute) Fauci if he had
not been under immense pressure for the entirely fabricated "Russia,
Russia, Russia" hoax.

So, who is to blame for the COVID failures?

Pelosi, MSM, and FBI.

I Write Code
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If "news articles" were toilet paper...I could wipe my ass with this one and
never run out for years.  The author of this paper is a NPC that regularly
watches and absorbs whatever the mainstream media shovels out.  Talk
about clueless...

JQP123
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I'm surprised this doesn't have to be behind the paywall.

pods
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17.2 million excess deaths!  

Ww1 had 15-22 military personnel deaths. (4 years long) 

lol! If preserving life was the objective then I would say they failed! 

could you imagine if instead of pushing an experimental RnA vaccine they
Ames their propaganda at:

vit d

eating healthy organic unprocessed food

a box of course ivermectin or hcq on every shelf

vit c, iv vit c early

…

 

 

Sh!tter was full
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Who could have imagined that eating bat soup would have destroyed so
many people's respiratory systems? But thats what the world's foremost
experts told us so it must be true. Soup is really bad for the lungs.

Brushy
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CNN/MSNBC/NYT/Etc will have to label The Lancet an "anti-science right-
wing extremist" publication.

Men's Gynecologist
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our failure was, was that we failed to intern each individual into an isolation
center where they could be prevented to spreading their damn disease
during the past three years

but now we know better, and now we shall handle the threat

love and health,
new zealand

wilsonEdwards
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Alternatively, "we" could have shot and burned the infected.    Love is
how you think.

MrThunker
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Next to Facebook....Zero Hedge is THE worst threat to Freedom of Speech
and TRUTH that I have ever experienced.  Pathetic.

OlTomJoad
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Did something you said get censored?

Haven't experienced that yet, and I say all kinds of things here.

Truth? Quo vadi?

Bertrand Russell
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Get yer boosters!

https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/health-63234352

rectal_munger
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Of course, with the downturn in the economy, I wouldn't be surprised if all
governments go after Pfizer to retrieve as much money as they can. It just
makes too much political sense to shift the blame.

MrThunker
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Emergency Authorization=no resposibility

Defmanwalking
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They were planning to pin this on Trump but unfortunately for them, he
never forced the poison jab on anyone. That fact makes all the
difference in the world. 

AimeeZH
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The virus was overblown right from the start. It was all about pushing vaxx
mandates (pharma lobbying) and social control. A trial run for the coming
wars these same psychotic deadbeats are planning.

it aint easy being cheesy
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and this article is pushing for MORE VAX, MORE CONTROL.

buzzsaw99
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They literally follow nothing more than "double down" on the shit
they make up. Its a big insult to our intelligence

it aint easy being cheesy
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epoch times is just the chinese trying to kill us all and with biden
helping them do it.  what does that say about tyler?

buzzsaw99
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My gut feel is that this whole scamdemic was the doings of
both US and Chinese governments

it aint easy being cheesy
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i am going to be watching the uk over the next five years to
see how many of them die.  them and israel.  both
vaxterminated the vast majority of their populations.  the uk
especially with that az death serum.

buzzsaw99
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Huh? The Epoch Times was started by Chinese in the US to
expose the corrupt, evil, CCP. They are very negative about the
Communist Chinese and their stooge Joe Biden.

manich
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Epoch Times featured troll LEEPERMAX got 1000 downvotes on a
vaxx thread a year and a half ago...challenging "idiots" to put him on
ignore if they didn't get their shots.  It wasn't shtick and most here
don't remember what they downvoted 10 comments down thread. 

brunski60
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fvk yer vax.  shove them right up your chinesebumholez.

buzzsaw99
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The Lancet used to be a quality, trusted publication in the world of medical
research.  No longer.  I hope this article has some merit but I'd have to read
it, which I won't do now.

Detective Miller
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Title straight from the "tell us something we didn't know" files! 

What a mess_man
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the mea non culpae being.

it's an increasingly frenetic game of pass the parcel with the ticking sound
getting louder.

Juche Tony
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The Lancet Report immediately came out with a report debunking the
efficacy of HCQ after Trump mentioned that it may help people. They were
ordered by someone to do so. They came out a year later with a retraction
that no one read. So this is ass covering 101 by the Lancet. 

chubbar
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They retracted that bogus study 7 days after publishing it. It was a
clear demonstration of the the utter BS they were spewing. Anyone
really trying to figure things out could smell the BS right then and
there. 

GlobalCtzn
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Good, daddy will governate us harder next time. And, next time, the
experimental drugs will be warpy-er and speedy-er, and it will just be only
three weeks to flatten your will. Next time.

MyLittlePonyPaste
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On top of that, the chart claiming a .84% improved protection rate from
getting vexxed is bogus due to major disparities in the collection of the data.

Meanwhile, the vexxings have had a significantly harmful effect on sterility,
miscarriages, and still births.

Kelley
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They can't get fixated on one virus, sars-cov-2. Cytomegalovirus, epstein-
barr virus, JC virus, HERV-K... there's too many too fight each one
individually. The body must maintain its genome on its own.

 

 

Are they going to make a vaccine for every drug they come across? Or is it
better to understand the immune system and how to improve it.

Bullet_Sponge

26 Jan 2022 By sifting through unprecedented amounts of existing
genomic data, scientists have uncovered more than 100,000 novel
viruses, including nine coronaviruses and more than 300 related to
the hepatitis Delta virus, which can cause liver failure.  

“It’s a foundational piece of work,” says J. Rodney Brister, a
bioinformatician at the National Center for Biotechnology
Information’s National Library of Medicine who was not involved in
the new study. The work expands the number of known viruses that
use RNA instead of DNA for their genes by an order of magnitude. It
also “demonstrates our outrageous lack of knowledge about this
group of organisms,” says disease ecologist Peter Daszak, president
of the EcoHealth Alliance, a nonprofit research group

 

To make sure others can take advantage of the work, Babaian’s team
has created a public repository of the tools it developed, along with
the results. The amount of cloud-based, publicly available DNA
sequences is expanding exponentially; if he did the same analysis
next year, Babaian says he would expect to find hundreds of
thousands more RNA viruses. “By the end of decade, I want to
identify over 100 million.”
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" . . . the estimated excess death toll is 17.2 million."

Of which roughly 50% were persons who had already reached or exceeded
their statistical natural lifespan, yielding a real death toll of 8.2 million out of
8 BILLION people on earth.  One billion is one thousand millions.  So what
we're saying is that the effective death toll of this virus (at the most
generous estimate, not fully documented) was one in a thousand among
those who were not already walking dead.  This figure was easy to reach
from the experience of the early "plague ships" as well as deaths in NYC
documented by the New York Times in March and April 2020.

The single greatest failure of public health with regard to this virus was the
absolute screaming PANIC it indulged over what was and is a fairly ordinary
respiratory virus similar to dozens already in circulation.

Faeriedust
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"The single greatest failure of public health with regard to this virus was
the absolute screaming PANIC it indulged..."

I strongly disagree. The single greatest failure of public health with
regard to this is intentionally editing the human genome.  

Phoenix Pilgrim
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With all of the rhetoric people forgot that when they do nothing about
COVID it has an approximately 99% survival rate, jab or no jab. I haven't
been sick and I bet the jab pushers are angry. I noticed they always omit the
seasonal flu deaths that happen every year.

Harrykraken
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That's cause The "Smart Libtards"  Loaded up on the Clots Shots and
Committed Suicide, While the "Dumb Hick Repub's" Didn't

D Nyle
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Could these numbers be correct? 

😩

20 Million Dead from the Jab, 2.2 Billion Injuries – Analyst Estimates

“These numbers are beyond staggering.”

https://vigilantfox.substack.com/p/20-million-dead-from-the-jab-22-billion?

AimeeZH
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Injuries is a bit high, deaths (if you include lockdown induced deaths) is
low by a factor 2-3.

bIlluminati
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Yeah, but the takeaway for the idiots-in-charge are that, instead of simply
accepting that pandemics hit about every 20 years, cause minimal loss of
life in terms of the percentage of the population, and that simple tried and
true long understood mitigation steps like washing hands and staying home
if sick would have been equally effective... they are going to go with more
cow bell.

More lock downs amd more stringently enforced.  More penalties for not
submitting to whatever new chemical cocktail, more government collusion,
more tracking. 

They never learn, and they never choose the path that diminishes their
power.

Engineer Oldenborger
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On average, it takes five to 10 years to develop a vaccine

"It's safe and effective... (now sign the informed consent)"

Jack Offelday
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The FDA can do it in 6 months now. Science....

( pay extra, they can even shave that time down)
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The contagious lethal injection was ready before the Kraken was
released.

bIlluminati
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we have the speed of science now.  it takes like 6 weeks and 8 mice.

buzzsaw99
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And 8 mice,

OldNewB
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another junk article

killagator
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Cancer incidence rising after covid shots. I found this interesting, the use of
an OTC, safe, side-effect free medicine to possibly treat cancer.
https://fenbendazole.substack.com/?
r=1q6t11&utm_campaign=pub&utm_medium=web

squenchmort
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"We will destroy your economic, social, and mental health to "save" you
from a virus that presents an average age of death nearly identical to pre-
covid average life span. Now, we insist you take this "vaccine" that doesn't
prevent you from catching the virus, has had no long term safety testing,
has no product liability process, and is so far the most dangerous vaccine
ever allowed to remain available."

A better question, with far fewer answers if any, than "what we did wrong"
would be "what we did right".

Alice-the-dog
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It really was an IQ test.

About as many people as you would expect to fail, did. A majority. The
ramifications unfortunately come tumbling down upon all of us. I am
surrounded by dip shits and fear-filled idiots.

 

GlobalCtzn
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It was a huge success, its has help create confusion and division and many
deaths from this strange mRNA cure that is actually the poison. 

They created fear in the public, Event 201 war gamed their actions of
spreading the message of fear. 

To push their agendas locking people up in their homes, stopping human
contact, in fact they used war time prisoner of war tactics. 

Where was their failure? 6 feet apart,  masks, stay indoors, avoiding
exercise, avoiding the sun, avoiding each others hugs and love.

Now we are living an ongoing lie = UNKNOWN CAUSE OF DEATH, SADS  

Trying to hide the Pfizer  test results for 75yrs they failed there, but no one
seems interested.

pjelias
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Still pushing germ theory

mrtoad
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But that does nothing for Big Pharma's bottom line. Therefore it's D.O.A. 

This article is way too long.

surroundedbyijits

Therefore, strengthening our innate immune functions is the key to
prevent pandemic spread.
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“Veldurat sá er varar”. I’m done worrying about lemmings! I’ve warned I’m
free of guilt!!

MOLONAABE
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Actually the 8 in 162 is 95% effectiveness. I doubt this number based on
more recent research that has come out.

If the disease were actually deadly, and this 8 vs. 162 was real, it would
actually justify some people choosing to give themselves this treatment. So
the dirty business was around convincing people that the infection rate was
high, how they actually got 8 vs. 162 when more recent studies can't
reproduce this high rate of protection, and that people were forced to take it.

BobPaulson
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Briefly skimming through that Lancet article to which this ZH article refers, I
see NONE of the contents listed in this ZH article.

All I read in the Lancet article is the usual, regime-compliant narrative.

What am I missing ?

TripleAAA
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This sentence worries me. Heart disease has been the leading cause of
death for YEARS. Are the good guys stating this in a very very very
misleading way? Look, the bad guys lie constantly we don't need the good
guys making up misleading shit too.

Pigeon714

A study published in the July 2022 issue of JAMA Internal Medicine
reported that the leading cause of death in the United States during
the pandemic period of March 2020 to October 2021 was heart
disease.
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Medical journals cannot be trusted anymore. Sad fact. 

AimeeZH
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Finding truth anywhere these days is a pain in the ass.

Pigeon714
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So painfully true. 

AimeeZH
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Notice how in the example I cite everything is true. Even
though the heart disease facts they give are no doubt true they
know that by stating it in this context most people will be
fooled. This is the most popular form of lying for the enemy
and to see good guys try it is most disheartening.

Pigeon714
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Heart attacks in young and healthy is a new phenomenon. The amount
of that.

KeramAve
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GRINKEN TOWN wanderers own half the city, “and it’s not gonna change
and we got the banks too”, screamed Haggen-Lo, the Vietnamese princess
and owner of JORBEL’S FINE MEATS. Their place was for NEW KINDS of
commie people, living in jingus-jars and selling their protein paste to
unsuspecting Amish refugees. Never did they stop to remark on the beauty
of the day, they kept time using bats and cats and rats strung up like
strange fruit working their way to heaven on a thread. And the people spat
at their feet … and the lords of the hills wasted, with the Wookie People, for
their chance to RAVAGE and STEAL.

… and yeah … this SHIT is Boblimptock.

THERAPIST STEVE
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Are you really a rapist...?

espirit
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He's THE rapist not A rapist.

markovchainey
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This is preferable to bible quotes.

markovchainey
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lZbG7iwRh34
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